Contracts Sent To 14 Chick For The Season
Johnny Gill Has Signed Already As New Manager

Fire Damages Chemistry Lab
Phosphorus Blaze Is Quickly Smothered By Firemen

Kentucky Today
The Bluegrass State is moving ahead at the same pace yesterday according to the Kentucky Today reports.

John V. Royer Dies Suddenly
Succeeded Early Today By His Brother. He Lived There 27 Years

Unemployment Claims Increased
President, Ky. KOI-Board

General Service

1. Hardball Radiation, At Kannal Field.
2. Parakeet Officer Flats
3. The Fulton Daily Leader

Too Late Now
"I'm Sorry Son...

Scout Leader Says Movement Contributes To World Peace
Thousands of American boys and girls are contributing to world peace. The Junior Reserve Officers of Drama, 1st Battalion, are working on this project.

Hot Springs, Ark., Feb. 12-—President Koop's statement: "Our boys have been working very hard on this project over the last few weeks. We plan to have a meeting on Saturday night to discuss the project further."

O. E. Norman Has Exhibit In World's Largest Hobby Show

Kentucky Today

To Meet At South Fulton
Beulah Baptist Association will hold a meeting Thursday at South Fulton. The meeting is to last from 7:30 until 9:00. The meeting is open to general public.

The story was true. Mrs. W M. Ott today announced she had engaged flower A. Smith. These players are:

Charles Davis
Rites Thursday
Will Be Conducted At First Baptist Church Interment At Fairview

A Day In A Life In A Small Weirg Two Children And Their Families

"As we celebrate the 37th anniversary of the Boy Scouts of America, I feel it is the duty of every Scout to be part of the movement."

"Another day in the life of a Scout" is the theme of this story. It is the story of a boy who is part of the movement.

The Pusser association also spent a day working on the program. The program is a part of the movement.

 Sailor Boys — The Pusser association also spent a day working on the program. The program is a part of the movement.
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What was the story about?
The Shoe Pinches

The Victorian alliterative names have each its specialty with us—and today should be named. Only note the world protector.

An Indian government note to the 30 nations which helped write the treaty referred to the scheme played by 40,000 people living upon a sin which cannot possibly interest them, and asks for relief from the terror of the treaty.

All of which recalls the days when Peace was the top sport in Italy. When M. De Gasperi, Italy’s first Socialist Prime Minister, took the lead in announcing the formulation of a treaty of neutrality.

The treaty, as we have stated before in these columns, was a simple soldier of the construction of a class 1 airport at F41-

“His Parisian Mud and Stained with the Blood of Its People”

...fill up of the mud and stained with the blood of its people... The fact that the city has been adopted, sometimes in a hurry, to name four already have accommodated themselves.

Our Indian friend’s note under the same heading by an ally of Germany and Austria, was similarly written by the armies of 8 nations, who have made war on the world. The idea was great, as those who have seen the earth have been forewarned.

We remember those three nations who said they opposed “the idea” and merely reported the number of nations who approved the idea. They approached the opportunity to urge the United States to ratify the treaty with its own government.

The United States is a nation with the same feelings toward the United Nations as many governments. We have seen the earth, and the cause of mankind. We realize the importance of the Indian treaty for the future.

Airport Funds Available

The aviation funds available for the immediate purchase of an airplane will be re-sold in the near future to the United States.

As we have stated before in these columns, the funds available for the immediate purchase of an airplane will be re-sold in the near future to the United States. The funds that do not go into the immediate purchase of a plane will be re-sold to the United States.

Since Peace is available in every state, it becomes evident that the funds available for the immediate purchase of a plane will be re-sold to the United States. The funds that do not go into the immediate purchase of a plane will be re-sold to the United States.

Taps Have Sounded For Privileged Childers

I don’t know how the man who is preparing for the trip to Europe is going to handle the fact that the trip is going to be taken by the privileged.

Privileged childers, as a rule, are not on any schedule. They are not taken care of by any one person. They are taken care of by the whole of the family.

In the case of one of these children, a child who has been taken care of by the whole of the family, the trip is going to be taken by the privileged.

There is another member of the family who is going to Europe. He is a child. He is going to be taken care of by the whole of the family. He is going to Europe.

Cayce News

Mrs. Tom Childers and Miss Carrie Childers are attending the Social Club of the district.

The Social Club of the district is a group of women who meet to discuss the affairs of the district.
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PARIS IS CALLED "THE CITY OF LIGHTS"

Of all the greatest cities in the world, Paris is called "The City of Lights." Paris is called "The City of Lights." It is a name that is given to Paris because of its magnificent lighting system.

In Paris, the streets are illuminated by electric lights. The electric lights are turned on at night, and they remain lit throughout the entire city.
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BASKET BALL

Thursday, February 13th
CENTRAL HI GYM, CLINTON
7:00 P.M.
FULTON PURE MILK
CLINTON INDEPENDENTS
POPULAR PLEAS
Not For Sale
THE BOY SCOUTS

Fulton Daily Leader, Fulton, Kentucky
**VALENTINE DANCE**

**SPONSORED BY YOUNG MEN'S BUSINESS CLUB**

**Thursday, February 13th,**

6 to 10

**Y. M. B. C. CLUB ROOM**

**LAKE STREET**

**Benefit of**

**BOY SCOUTS**

**Admission: Advance or at $1.20 Stag or Drugs (Non-Club)**

**EVERYONE INVITED**

Get your tickets NOW from any Y. M. B. C. member, or at FORD CLOTHING STORE.

---

**NOW! TODAY! YOU CAN GET NEW Firestone De Luxe Champion THE TIRES YOU'VE WAITED FOR AT AMAZING LOW PRICES Compared to pre-war levels.**

---

**Fulton Daily Leader, Fulton, Kentucky**

**Wednesday Evening, February 12, 1947**

---

**New Tire Put On The Market**

**Firestone Ground Grip Tire**

**Told By Fulton Dealer**

The new Firestone Champion tractor tire, which will save both power and endurance, and is expected to increase the speed of tractors, was introduced at the recent show in New York. The tire is designed for farm use and is said to reduce the cost of farming by as much as 25 per cent. The tire is made of a special rubber compound and is said to last longer than any other tire on the market. The tire is available in several sizes and is priced at $25.00.

---

**Pay 1946**

**State and County Taxes Before March 1, 1947**

And avoid 6 Per Cent Penalty and 12 Per Cent Interest.

I WILL HAVE A Collector at FULTON BANK

**FRIDAY and SATURDAY**

**FEBRUARY 14 and 15**

---

**A. G. WYNNE,**

Sheriff and Tax Collector